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Yeah, $9198 is a lot of cash for a dirt bike, but you aren't just

getting a single-sided, one-thought wonder. you're getting the free-
dom of the open road and the ability to go where no non-street-
legal bike could ever dream. Having a license plate opens dmrs
that would normally not sr'en exist to a dift bike. This isn't a dirt
rcad dual sporti this is a hard-core dirt biker's dual sport bike.
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With hundreds of miles aboard the 4508(C, we,ve

burned through some tires. Motoz is a tire company that
uses natural rubber to build their tires, and each Motoz
series uses different conslruction for difierent applica-
tions. A high-strength ply material means they have a
higher ply rating with less ply layers. The Tractionaror
series (what we tested) is a super heavy-duty tire and has
unique sidewalts and reinforcement to reduee punctures
and pinch flats. The Motoz Tractionator X Circuit H/T is
designed mainly for dry conditions and a split between
hard and soft terrain. Long distance durability is the aim
of the X Circuit,

We really like the Motoz lires on every terrain but in
deep sand. The close tread pattern is much more at home
on loamy dirt to hard pack. They have great durability,
resist chunking and hook up well. you can find out every-
thing about them at www.motoz.com.au.
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Because we hate burning

down our favorite riding
spot and buming holes in
our favorite riding pants, we
installed some Moose
header wrap onto the
header pipe on the E(C. lt
is a ceramic cloth wrap that
is stable at temperatures
up to 2000 degrees. lt insu-
lates the exhaust hgader
and can reduce the exter-
nal temperature by 50 per-
cent. We didn't have an
issue putting on the wrap,r{i
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Maose headwwrap
chance of buming your bg
pants or calching the worid
fire, The qrange CV4 sflicot*
Jroses reduce the number a
junctions for the radiator ha

but we would suggest using gloves if you have sensitive,:
hands, because the fibers in the wrap can make you itch.
After installed, we fired up the bike and were amazed horl
much the wrap did to take away the heat. \tlb ride in area
dry grass, and fire is always a concern. The wraptafies a
almost all that worry, especially if we fall on the pipe side.
are now wrapping all our ofi-road bikes with the wrap, esl
cially the stock KLX head pipe. lt hangs out low and far, a
just waiting to start a fire or burn a leg. Retail price starF:
$.j9.95. Contact wvvw.mooseracing.com to get yours,
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We installed a set of CV4 silicon hoses on the EXC, firs
because they look good and second because they elimiru
the need for the plastic junctions. These joints can leak, u
out and break under duress, and the CV4 jointless design
removes any possible dilemma. Install takes a little time (i
pain in the boxers), and we found the easiest way was to
remove the head pipe to get proper access to the netwod
hoses. Retail price for a set of cool colored CV4 hoses is
$140.50 and you can find out more by going to
www.cv4.net.f
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The Motoz tircs wo* well, Iast a tong fimo and werrt on easy.
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